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The tiles included in this catalogue come from different parts of the 

globe and are produced using different materials, this has a bearing on 

the areas and foundations on which they can be laid, as well as the 

instructions for care. 

If  you are unsure about any of the information in this catalogue or 

require further guidance, please contact your supplier. 

This catalogue is broken down into the categories listed below: 

Marbles 

Stone

Whites

Small format

Patterned

Textured / 3D

Wood 

Outdoor



Marbles



Calacatta Polished
Polished porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

CALPOL60120

Calacatta Polished 60x120

CALPOL6060

Calacatta Polished 60x60



Cloud
Ceramic gloss tiles in a marble effect, suitable for use 

on walls.

FON-9286

Cloud Grey 25x40 

FON-9287

Cloud White 25x40 

FON-9288

Cloud Beige 25x40 



Marmolles Brillo Calacatta
Glossy porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

GS-D7997N

Marmolles Calacatta 60x60



Line Calacatta White 
Gloss marble effect ceramic tiles. These tiles are 

suitable for use on walls.

FON-8025

Line Calacatta White 30x60 



355 Polished
Polished porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

355POL6060

355 Polished 60x60



K-Greige Faraway
Polished porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

KGP60120

K-Greige Polished 60x120



Royal Pulpis
Rectified polished porcelain tiles with a marble effect. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

55014986RN-N(21)

Royal Pulpis Grey 80x80

55014985RN-N

Royal Pulpis Light Grey 80x80



Salerno Grey
Part of the Salerno marble effect range, these tiles 

feature a matt finish on the porcelain floor tiles, and 

a gloss finish on wall. 

FON-1191

Salerno Grey Wall 25X50 

GS-D6987

Salerno Grey Floor 45x45

FON-8922

Salerno Grey Wall 30x60 



Salerno Light Grey
Part of the Salerno marble effect range, these tiles 

feature a matt finish on the porcelain floor tiles, and a 

gloss finish on wall. 

FON-1190

Salerno Light Grey Wall 25X50 

GS-D6986

Salerno Light Grey Floor 45x45

FON-8920

Salerno Light Grey Wall 30x60 



Salerno Beige
Part of the Salerno marble effect range, these tiles 

feature a matt finish on the porcelain floor tiles, and a 

gloss finish on wall. 

GS-D6985

Salerno Beige Floor 45x45

FON-8921

Salerno Beige Wall 30x60 



Metropol Grey
Part of the Metropol range, these tiles feature a matt 

marble effect on the porcelain floor and ceramic wall 

tiles.

GS-D6920

Metropol Grey Floor 45x45

DYMAS-8432

Metropol Grey Wall 30x60 



Metropol Light Grey
Part of the Metropol range, these tiles feature a matt 

marble effect on the porcelain floor and ceramic wall 

tiles.

GS-D6

Metropol Light Grey Floor 45x45

DYMAS-8

Metropol Light Grey Wall 30x60 



Metropol Beige
Part of the Metropol range, these tiles feature a matt 

marble effect on the porcelain floor and ceramic wall 

tiles.

GS-D6929

Metropol Beige Floor 45x45

MAS-8821

Metropol Beige Wall 30x60 



INVIGOLAC60120

Borgia Invisible Gold 60x120

Borgia Invisible Gold 
Matt porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 

INVIGOLAC6060

Borgia Invisible Gold 60x60



Onyx Grey
Polished porcelain marble effect . 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

ONYPOL6060

Onyx Grey 60x60



ONIPOLP60120

Oni Pearl 60x120

Oni Pearl
Polished porcelain tiles in a marble effect. 



Oni Coral
Polished porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 

ONIPOLC60120

Oni Coral 60x120



ONIPOLB60120

Oni Blue 60x120

Oni Blue
Polished porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 



Fog
Polished marble effect tiles. Suitable for use on wall 

and floor. 

FOGANPOL

Fog Anthracite

FOGGRYPOL6060

Fog Light Grey 

FOGMAVPOL6060

Fog Mavi



Golden Bordeaux
Polished porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

LGP-GB60120

Golden Bordeaux 60x120

LGP-GB6060

Golden Bordeaux 60x60



Calacatta Matt
Matt porcelain marble effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

CALMAT6060

Calacatta Matt 60x60



CALWHI60120

Kaunas Matt Calacatta 60x120

Kaunas Matt Calacatta
Matt porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 



Stone



Esla Base
Porcelain tiles featuring slip-stop technology in a slate stone 

effect. Suitable for use on walls and floor, indoor and outdoor. 

OND-ESLAB

Esla Base 44X66



Esla Cobblestone
Porcelain tiles featuring slip-stop technology in a slate stone 

effect. Suitable for use on walls and floor, indoor and outdoor. 

OND-ESLAC

Esla Cobblestone 44X66



Esla Stonework
Porcelain tiles featuring slip-stop technology in a slate stone 

effect. Suitable for use on walls and floor, indoor and outdoor. 

OND-ESLAS

Esla Stonework 44X66



Crema Dorsia
Matt ceramic wall and porcelain floor tiles with a 

matching décor.

FON-1127

Crema Dorsia Light 25x50

RP-1122

Crema Dorsia Light 25x50

GS-D4464

Crema Dorsia Light 33x33



Luster White
Ceramic wall tiles with a rocker effect. 

MAS-8820

Luster White 30x60



Tenby Grey
Part of the Tenby range, these tiles use the latest in 

anti-slip technology. Suitable for use on wall and floor, 

these porcelain tiles can also be used outside. 

CAN5TENBHDFA

Tenby Grey 595x1200 

CAN3TENBHDFA

Tenby Grey 1200x1200 

CA5TENBDDFA

Tenby Grey 595x595 



Tenby Anthracite
Part of the Tenby range, these tiles use the latest in 

anti-slip technology. Suitable for use on wall and floor, 

these porcelain tiles can also be used outside. 

CAN5TENBDDFA

Tenby Anthracite 595x1200 

CAN3TENBDDFA

Tenby Grey 1200x1200 

CA5TENBHDFA

Tenby Anthracite 595x595 



Tenby Beige
Part of the Tenby range, these tiles use the latest in 

anti-slip technology. Suitable for use on wall and floor, 

these porcelain tiles can also be used outside. 

CAN5TENBBDFA

Tenby Beige 595x1200 

CAN3TENBBDFA

Tenby Beige 1200x1200 

CA5TENBBDFA

Tenby Beige 595x595 



Tenby White
Part of the Tenby range, these tiles use the latest in 

anti-slip technology. Suitable for use on wall and floor, 

these porcelain tiles can also be used outside. 

CAN5TENBCDFA

Tenby White 595x1200 

CAN3TENBCDFA

Tenby White 1200x1200 

CA5TENBCDFA

Tenby White 595x595 



PERSMARFILWD3355

Persia Marfil Décor 33x55

Persia Marfil
Matt porcelain floor tiles and red bodied ceramic wall tiles 

with a matching décor.  

PERSMARFILW3355

Persia Marfil Flat 33x55

PERSMARFILF6060

Persia Marfil Floor 60x60



PERSMGOWD3355

Persia Morengo Décor 33x55

Persia Morengo
Matt porcelain floor tiles and red bodied ceramic wall tiles 

with a matching décor.  

PERSMGOWD3355

Persia Morengo Flat 33x55

PERSMGOF6060

Persia Morengo Floor 60x60



PERSGRIWD3355

Persia Gris Décor 33x55

Persia Gris 
Matt porcelain floor tiles and red bodied ceramic wall tiles 

with a matching décor.  

PERSGRIW3355

Persia Gris Flat 33x55

PERSGRIF6060

Persia Gris Floor 60x60



Dune
Matt sandstone effect tiles. Suitable for use on wall 

and floor. 

GS-D7892N

Dune White 60x60

GS-D7890N

Dune Grey 60x60



Alaska
Polished porcelain cement effect tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

HAL-ORGR8080

Alaska Graphite Polished 80x80

550112951RN-N

Alaska Grey Polished 80x80



London Grey
Matt natural stone effect tiles with a rectified edge. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

55012930R

London Grey 60x120

Matching 2cm thick outdoor paver available 



Vista Grey
Matt cement effect tiles with a rectified edge. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

55011309R-N

Vista Grey 120x120

55012930R

Vista Grey 80x80



Fiji Stone White 
Matt ceramic wall and porcelain floor tiles in a 

sandstone effect.  

MAS-9200

Fiji Stone White 25x40

GS-D4013

Fiji White 33x33



Fiji Mozaik Décor 
Ceramic relief  tiles in a mixed sandstone effect 

suitable for use on walls.

RM-9198.BQ

Fiji Stone Mozaik Décor White 25x40



Fiji Splitface Décor 
Ceramic flat matt tiles in a mixed natural stone effect 

suitable for use on walls.

MAS-9220

Fiji Splitface Mix Grey 25x40



Salt and Pepper Ivory
Full bodied porcelain tiles available in both a flat (natural) 

and relief  (structured) finish. 

These tiles are suitable for use on wall and floor and are 

great for use in wet areas. 

RAK-SAPIVNAT3030

Salt and Pepper White Natural 30x30 TAA33500

RAK-SAPIVSTR3030

Salt and Pepper White Structured 30x30 TR733501



Salt and Pepper Light Grey
Full bodied porcelain tiles available in both a flat (natural) 

and relief  (structured) finish. These tiles are suitable for use 

on wall and floor and are great for use in wet areas. 

RAK-SAPLGRNAT3030

Salt and Pepper Light Grey Natural 30x30 TAA33502

RAK-SAPLGRSTR3030

Salt and Pepper Light Grey Structured 30x30 TR733502



Salt and Pepper Grey
Full bodied porcelain tiles available in both a flat (natural) 

and relief  (structured) finish. These tiles are suitable for use 

on wall and floor and are great for use in wet areas. 

RAK-SAPGRNAT3030

Salt and Pepper Grey Natural 30x30 TAA33505

RAK-SAPGRSTR3030

Salt and Pepper Grey Structured 30x30 TR733505



Salt and Pepper Black
Full bodied porcelain tiles available in both a flat (natural) 

and relief  (structured) finish. These tiles are suitable for use 

on wall and floor and are great for use in wet areas. 

RAK-SAPBLNAT3030

Salt and Pepper Black Natural 30x30 TAA33508

RAK-SAPBLSTR3030

Salt and Pepper Black Structured 30x30 TR733508



Concreta Dove
Matt porcelain tiles featuring a cement effect. 

Both sizes are suitable for use on wall or floor.  

10005151

Concreta Dove 60x60

10005166

Concreta Dove 30x60



Concreta Anthracite
Matt porcelain tiles featuring a cement effect. 

Both sizes are suitable for use on wall or floor.  

10005153

Concreta Anthracite 60x60

10005168

Concreta Anthracite 30x60



Concreta Grey
Matt porcelain tiles featuring a cement effect. 

Both sizes are suitable for use on wall or floor.  

10005152

Concreta Grey 60x60

10005167

Concreta Grey 30x60



OND-STHXE

Stonehenge Hex Earth 26.5x51

Stonehenge
Porcelain relief  matt décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 

OND-STHXF

Stonehenge Hex Frost 26.5x51



Whites



Matt Super Whites
Ceramic matt white tiles, suitable for use on walls.

MAT-9901

9901 Super White Matt 25x40 

MAT-8500

8500 Super White Matt 30x60 

Whites



Flat Gloss White 
Ceramic flat glossy white tiles, suitable for use on walls.

9602N

9602N Flat Gloss White 20x50 

Whites

5225

5225 Flat Gloss White 25x33 

9505

9505 Flat Gloss White 24x40 



5445 Relief Super White
Ceramic relief  glossy white tiles, suitable for use on 

walls.

Whites

5445

5445 Super White Relief 25x33 



8205N Relief Super White 
Ceramic relief  glossy white tiles, suitable for use on walls.

8205N

8205 Super White Relief 25x40 

Whites



4405 Relief Super White 
Ceramic relief  glossy white tiles, suitable for use on walls.

Whites

4405

4405 Super White Relief 20x25 



9405 Relief Super White 
Ceramic relief  glossy white tiles, suitable for use on walls.

9405

9405 Relief Super White 25x40 

Whites



Small format



Metro Bevelled
Bevelled ceramic tiles with a gloss finish. 

These tiles are suitable for use on wall.

MCCL1020.IMPX

Metro Bevelled Gloss Calacatta 10x20

MCRR1030G

Metro Bevelled Gloss Carrara 10x30



Flat Gloss 
Flat ceramic tiles with a gloss finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on wall.

FW1020G

Flat Gloss White 10x20

FW1030G

Flat Gloss White 10x30

FCRR1030G

Flat Gloss Cararra 10x30

FB1030G

Flat Gloss Black 10x30



Flat Matt 
Flat ceramic tiles in a Matt finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on wall.

FW1020M

Flat Matt White 10x20

FW1030M

Flat Matt White 10x30



Ordino
Relief  porcelain tiles with a natural stone split-face effect. 

These tiles are suitable for use on wall and floor.

PT14643

Ordino 8x44.25

PT14646

Ordino 8x44.25

PT15502

Ordino 8x44.25

PT14642

Ordino 8x44.25

PT14645

Ordino 8x44.25



Ordino Marble
Relief  porcelain tiles with a natural stone split-face effect. 

These tiles are suitable for use on wall and floor.

10005167

Concreta Grey 30x60

PT15261

Ordino 8x44.25

PT15259

Ordino 8x44.25

PT15260

Ordino 8x44.25



Tinos
Flat porcelain tiles with a natural stone effect. 

These tiles are suitable for use on wall and floor.

PT14255

Tinos Black Marquina 8x44.25

PT14256

Tinos White Carrara 8x44.25



Patterned



GS-D4885 

Patterned A R Black Geo 33x33

A R Black Geometric
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4863 

Patterned H D Grey 33x33

H D Grey
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4864 

Patterned H D Black 33x33

H D Black
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4862 

Patterned DMJ Blue 33x33

DMJ Blue
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4861 

Patterned DMJ Beige 33x33

DMJ Beige
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4860 

Patterned DMJ Grey 33x33

DMJ Grey
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



GS-D4865 

Patterned W Y Grey 33x33

W Y Grey
Porcelain flat matt patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



OSAQUA285330.BQ

Osaka Aqua 28.5x33

Osaka Aqua
Porcelain flat matt décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



OSCHAR285330.BQ

Osaka Charcoal 28.5x33

Osaka Charcoal
Hexagonal porcelain flat matt décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



OSGRY285330.BQ

Osaka Grey 28.5x33

Osaka Grey
Hexagonal porcelain flat matt décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



OSWHT285330

Osaka White 28.5x33

Osaka White
Hexagonal porcelain flat matt décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor. 



RHOBLA265510

Rhombus Black 26.5x51

Rhombus
Porcelain relief  monochromatic décor tiles. 

Suitable for use on wall and floor, as a splashback or feature. 

RHOSNO265510

Rhombus Snow 26.5x51



Textured / 3D



OND-HABIS

Habitat Ivy Sand 28.5x33

OND-HABII

Habitat Ivy Ice 28.5x33

Habitat Ivy
Porcelain 3D décor tiles with a matt finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on walls. 



Delta
Porcelain 3D décor tiles with a metallic finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on walls. 

OND-DELB

Delta Blanco 33x33

OND-DELA

Delta Anthracite 33x33



Bombato
Porcelain 3D décor tiles with a matt finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on walls. 

OND-BOMC

Bombato Calacatta 33x33

OND-BOMB

Bombato Blanco 33x33



Yara
Porcelain 3D décor tiles with a gloss metallic finish.

These tiles are suitable for use on walls. 

OND-YARWH

Yara White 28.5x33

OND-YARMB

Yara Metal Black 28.5x33



Empire Iron
Porcelain relief  3D décor tiles in a metallic finish. 

Suitable for use on walls and as a feature. 

OND-EMPI

Empire Iron 31x56



Empire Copper
Porcelain 3D relief  décor tiles in a metallic finish. 

Suitable for use on walls and as a feature. 

OND-EMPC

Empire Copper 31x56



Empire Marble
Porcelain 3D relief  décor tiles in a metallic finish. 

Suitable for use on walls and as a feature. 

OND-EMPM

Empire Marble 31x56



Wood



Vintage
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-D3659N

Vintage 15x60



Vintage
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-N5036

Vintage 15X90



Cosy
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-N9015

Cosy 20x120



Nordic Soft Pearl
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-D3654N

Nordic Soft Pearl 15x60



Nordic Light
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-D3649N

Nordic Light 15x60



Nordic Dark
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-D3652

Nordic Dark 15x60



Albero Maple
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-N70001N

Albero Maple15x60



Vintagewood Dune
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GS-N5008

Vintagewood Dune 15x90



Vintagewood Ash
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

GSN5011

Vintagewood Ash 15x90



Letavole Noce
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

10004795

Letavole Noce 20x120



Letavole Wenge
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

10004796

Letavole Wenge 20x120



Letavole Grigio
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

10004794

Letavole Grigio 20x120



Letavole Beige
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor.

10004793

Letavole Beige 20x120



Elegance Teka
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor. Can be laid in multiple formations/ used as a 

splashback.

PT16094

Elegance Teka 8x33



Elegance Nature 
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor. Can be laid in multiple formations/ used as a 

splashback.

PT16095

Elegance Nature 8x33



Elegance White 
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor. Can be laid in multiple formations/ used as a 

splashback.

PT16092

Elegance White 8x33



Elegance Grey 
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor. Can be laid in multiple formations/ used as a 

splashback.

PT16093

Elegance Grey 8x33



Uddo Gold 
Porcelain tiles in a matt wood effect suitable for wall and 

floor. 

GS-NO925

Uddo Gold 20x120



Outdoor



Slatestone
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a natural stone slate effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

SSG6090

Slatestone Grey 60x90, 2cm

SSB6090

Slatestone Beige 60x90, 2cm



London
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

55014531R

London Grey 60x60, 2cm

Matching 60x120 indoor tile available 



Landstone
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a concrete / stone effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

LSW6090

Landstone White 60x90, 2cm

LSG6090

Landstone Grey 60x90, 2cm

LSA6090

Landstone Anthracite 60x90, 2cm



Gemme
Full bodied porcelain patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip resistant and 

frost resistant with a high breakage strength. 

PF00016195

Gemme 60x60, 2cm



Gatsby Noir
Full bodied porcelain cement effect tiles. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

PF00015903

Gatsby Noir 60.4x60.4 2cm Matching outdoor mixed décor available 



Gatsby Mixed Decor 
Full bodied porcelain patterned tiles. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

PF00015902

Gatsby Patterned 60.4x60.4, 2cm

These tiles come in 9 designs and are sold as random mixed boxes of 2. 



Leonardo Riven Grey
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a concrete / stone effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

55015291R

Leonardo Riven Grey 60x60, 2cm



Leonardo Riven Anthracite
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a concrete / stone effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 

55015292R

Leonardo Riven Anthracite 60x60, 2cm



TUSCANIA/NS20

Mon Amour Noir 90x90, 2cm

Mon Amour Noir
Full bodied porcelain tiles in a natural stone effect. 

Suitable for use outdoors, these tiles are slip and frost 

resistant with a high breakage strength. 



All tiles can be prone to “bowing” caused during the firing process. We can confirm that any tile supplied complies with European standards and tolerances and are checked 

prior to shipping. You must always ensure you are happy with the finish of your tiles before laying. 

Slip resistance must always be taken into consideration for wet and public areas. 

For polished tiles, there are now slip resistance treatments on the market, we are happy to recommend retailers. 

Please contact us for guidance on specification and technical details.

Ceramic

Lightweight and easy to clean, unless stated 

otherwise, our ceramic tiles are suitable for 

use on walls only. 

Unless stated otherwise, it is not advised you 

use our ceramic tiles in outdoor areas unless 

you are willing to apply water-proofing 

treatments.  

Porcelain

All porcelain floor tiles (excluding 2cm outdoor 

pavers) can be used on both wall and floor, 

providing substrate is suitable for the weight of 

the tile including the adhesive. 

Some porcelain tiles thinner than 2cm can be 

used outdoors if  they have the correct slip, 

breakage and frost resistance ratings. For these

tiles, your tiler must ensure these tiles are laid 

on a solid concrete base and there are no air 

pockets. 

2cm Porcelain

Suitable for use on outdoor flooring only, all of our 

2cm porcelain tiles are non-porous and are suitable 

for laying on level surfaces such as concrete, sand, 

gravel, grass. For the best results, a 4-6” compacted 

gravel base is recommended. 

Because they are twice as thick as your regular indoor 

porcelain tile, our 2cm outdoor pavers have double 

the breakage strength and impact resistance.

Each of our 2cm porcelain tiles have a slip rating of 

R11 and up, making them slip resistant even when 

wet. 

Cleaning instruction:

Unless stated otherwise, porcelain tiles can be 

cleaned using a non-abrasive mild cleaning 

fluid after being swept/ brushed clean. 

Cleaning instruction:

After pulling any weeds and sweeping away any 

loose dirt, outdoor pavers can be cleaned using mild 

non acidic cleaning solution that is non abrasive. Jet 

washing is also a suitable method of cleaning and 

won’t cause the colour of your outdoor tile to fade. 

Cleaning instruction:

Ceramic tiles can be cleaned with a non-

abrasive, soap-free cleaning solution and 

rinsed or wiped clean with water. 


